
User Experience Design Circuit

What area(s) are you interested in researching?

What are your research goals? What are you trying to learn?

Can you break your research out into smaller pieces to make the scope more manageable? 

Research Plan
Write a short research plan for your final project.

-Travel planning websites and apps (transportation, hotels, etc.)
-Mobile interactions and notifications people use to stay in the loop re: travel deals
-Apps and extensions of other products designed to facilitate/promote travel
-The actual experience of planning and booking trips of any length

-I want to learn what users' pain points are in the travel planning process.
-I want to gain insights regarding which apps are "go-to" solutions for sourcing and executing travel plans
-I would like to learn how proactive vs. reactive travel apps/websites are conditioning users to be and whether or not people feel 
overwhelmed by it all

1. Travel planning (lifestyle)

2. Incorporating technology into travel planning (actions)

3. Perceptions of past travel experiences using technological tools)



User Experience Design Circuit

Who is your target audience? How will you find them? 

What are your key areas of inquiry (list 5 topics areas you can ask about in your interview)?

Do you have any hypotheses around your target audience, their behaviors, or their goals? What do you think you already know?

-Frequent travelers - a particular family member is a senior consultant as well as an aviation IT manager

-People who hesitate to make travek plans because of busy work schedules - Several coworkers fall under this category and I will 
email/Facebook/tweet them

-Younger people with limited resources (time/money) to use for travel - friends and friends of friends who are an email away

-Technology
-Leisure Time
-Smartphones
-Productivity
-Time Spent with Technology

Hypothesis: If members of my taregt audience have more resources and know-how, they will tend to travel more frequently and 
use technology to do so. If the two things in that first sentence don't hold true, travel will be less frequent among other users.

I think I have a grasp on the overwhelming and clunky nature of how most travel marketing takes place (whether via email, print 
ads, smartphone notifications, or word of mouth). In any case, I am completely open to having these ideas challenged/disproven.


